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Abstract— We explore stereo vision for recognizing liquid and
particle flow as 3D points (a point cloud). In our pouring
research [1], we noticed that we could detect liquid flow
using optical flow detection, especially with the Lucas-Kanade
method [2]. In this paper we extend this idea so that we can
reconstruct 3D liquid flow from a stereo camera in order to
learn dynamical models of flow. Such dynamical models would
be useful to reason about pouring behaviors. We demonstrate
our method in pouring various materials: water, coke, jelly,
dish liquid, and creamer powder. The results show that our
method could detect the 3D flow as a point cloud, and they
captured the actual flow phenomenon. We also show that our
method works in a robot pouring scenario.
Accompanying video: https://youtu.be/2oFjVJwXhKs

I. I NTRODUCTION
Pouring is a fundamental daily life skill. While pouring
is a stand-alone task, sometimes it is involved in other tasks
such as cooking. Making robots that are capable of pouring
is useful, but this is still a difficult problem. Although there
are many studies of robot pouring [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8],
[9], [10], [11], [12], [13], all of them are situation specific
pouring. The difficulties of pouring are: (1) Pouring is a deformable object manipulation. (2) Pouring involves different
strategies, e.g. tipping a cup of water, shaking a ketchup
bottle, and squeezing a shampoo bottle. (3) Modeling liquid
and particle behavior is difficult. (4) Perception of flow is
difficult.
We are exploring robot pouring as a case study of manipulating deformable objects [14] and in a robot learning
context [15], [16], [1], [17]. In [14], we considered many
variations of pouring, such as materials, container shapes,
initial poses of containers, and target amounts. Through these
studies including robot experiments with a PR2 and a Baxter
robot as well as dynamic simulation experiments, we found:
(A) Adaptation of skill (e.g. adjusting shaking parameters
for a new material and container) is not difficult [14]. (B) A
model-based reinforcement learning approach gives us a
comprehensive solution to planning and learning problems
in pouring [16]. (C) A model-based reinforcement learning
can generalize (learned pouring behavior works in unexperienced situations) [17]. (D) Learning dynamical system is
improved by decomposition of dynamics into subtasks [15].
(E) Stochastic neural networks are useful in learning dynamics [1]. Based on these findings, we conducted robot experiments with the PR2 robot, and obtained positive results as
reported in [1]. However the implementation for perceiving
material flow did not perform as well as we would like. As
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Fig. 1. How the Lucas-Kanade optical flow detection [2] works with
water flow. Left: camera view. Right: optical flow. In order to obtain the
right image, we applied the optical flow detection method, thresholded at
a certain speed, and applied “erode” and “dilate” operators. Refer to the
accompanying video.

we discussed in [15], learning dynamics of pouring needs
to perceive (a) the amount of the material in the source
container, (b) the amount of the material in the receiving
container, and (c) flow properties including flow existence,
flow position in 3D coordinates, flow amount, and flow shape
(width/variance or a more informative representation). This
paper focuses on solving (c); we develop a flow tracking
method.
The (material) flow detection used in [1] is based on the
Lucas-Kanade method [2] implemented in OpenCV (http:
//opencv.org/) for obtaining optical flow during pouring. We noticed that we can detect liquid and particle flows
including water flow by measuring optical flow with an
RGB camera as shown in Fig. 1. In [1], we used two RGB
cameras to obtain flow position in 3D. However there were
issues: (I) human operators were replacing the cameras for
each experiment which was inconsistent over many trials,
and (II) it was hard to distinguish the optical flow of the
robot movement (especially the shaking motion) and material
flow. For the purpose of (II), we used color information
of the material, but it was inaccurate due to the difficulty
of capturing moving material and it was not applicable to
transparent liquids. In this paper, we apply a stereo vision
method to reconstruct 3D liquid flow from the optical flow
of two cameras. This method provides 3D liquid flow as a
point cloud, from which we can extract the information of (c)
mentioned above. Since we do not use the color information
of material, our new method is applicable to transparent
liquids. The point cloud of liquid flow can be transformed

into the robot frame, so it is easy to remove the movements
of the robot and the environment.
We test our method by applying it to various materials
including liquids and granular materials. The results show
that our method can detect 3D flow points, and capture the
actual flow phenomenon. We also apply our method to robot
pouring where plastic beads are poured. The results show that
our method works in the robot pouring scenario. We think
our method has wide applications including flow detections
of daily-life robotic tasks and industrial tasks.
Related Work
There is much work on robot pouring [3], [4], [5], [6], [7],
[8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13] including learning to improve
pouring skills. However they used a limited perception of
materials.
An industrial pouring task (pouring molten metal into a
mold) was researched in [3], [4]. An electric resistance-type
level sensor was used to measure the liquid levels in the
source container [3], [4]. A laser sensor was used to measure
the liquid levels in the receiver containers [4].
In [8], [9], a scale was used to weigh the amount poured
into a receiving container. In [11], a method to detect important parts of container from a point cloud was developed. It
could detect the opening of a container. Some studies directly
or indirectly measured an amount in the source or receiving
container with a force-torque sensor attached on the wrist of
the robot arm [10], [12]. In [11], [5], [6], [7], [13], no amount
sensor was used. In these researches, the initial amount of
the source container was within the capacity of the receiving
container.
An interesting approach to measuring flow was proposed
in [18] where a water flow was perceived from audio
information. The robot could recognize if water was poured
into a container or a non-container object based on the sound.
Another study of liquid perception was water detection for
unmanned ground vehicles [19] where water in the environment such as a puddle or pond was detected.
Optical flow methods are fundamental computer vision
tools in robotics to detect movement of objects. An application is navigation of small UAVs [20], [21]. However it is not
popular to apply an optical flow method to detect liquid flow.
As stereo vision, our approach is a kind of sparse stereo.
While dense stereo methods compute disparities for all
corresponding points of two images, sparse stereo methods
compute disparities for a limited number of feature points.
Schauwecker et al. proposed a feature detector for sparse
stereo [22]. Witt et al. proposed an edge-based search as
a sparse stereo method [23], [24], which is close to ours.
However using optical flow would be more adequate for
detecting liquid flow, rather than edges. Using optical flow
in stereo vision is a popular approach [25], [26], [27]. We
are focusing on detecting liquids with optical flow. Although
this paper does not provide a novel technique of computer
vision, the case study of 3D flow perception would be a novel
challenge.

Recently deep neural networks have been used to detect
and track liquid flow [28]. In order to train the neural
networks, they generated large amounts of labeled pouring
data using a liquid simulator and a rendering engine. They
reported that using multiple frames was better than using
a single frame, which is close to our idea used in [1]:
optical flow can perceive liquid flow. They also showed that
a recurrent network with LSTM (long short-term memory)
worked well. However they did not mention if they could
distinguish flow from robot movement that we had trouble
with in [1]. Our approach is superior to theirs in estimating
3D liquid flow. Additionally our method can detect flows of
viscous liquids such as jelly and granular materials such as
powder.
II. S TEREO V ISION OF L IQUID AND PARTICLE F LOW
D ETECTION
First we apply an optical flow detection using the LucasKanade method [2], implemented in OpenCV, to each image
of a stereo camera. Spatial and temporal filters are applied
to the optical flow images to compensate for the delay
between the left and right cameras. Spatial filters also remove
noise. Then we apply a stereo method to the two images to
reconstruct 3D flow. Since the images from the optical flow
are texture-less, we do not apply a standard stereo method
like block matching. Instead, by assuming that flow is a
vertical thin line or curve, we compute only a single disparity
per each epipolar line, and find matching points around the
peak. Consequently we can reconstruct 3D flow robustly.
Obviously this method decreases accuracy when the flow has
a complicated shape. According to our experience of learning
flow dynamics and planning with them [15], [1], we think
this inaccuracy will not be a big issue. Another issue will
be that the movement of the robot body and environment is
detected inaccurately. In this section we also discuss a way
to remove such non-flow movements.
A. Optical Flow
We apply the Lucas-Kanade method to detect optical
flow, remove noise by applying a spatial filter, and apply
a temporal filter.
We use the cvCalcOpticalFlowLK function implemented in OpenCV (we use a “legacy” implementation with
parameters (3, 3) for the window size). This function takes
a grayscale images of the current and the previous frames,
and returns horizontal and vertical components of velocity
for every pixel. Let vx (u, v), vy (u, v) denote the x and
y velocity at (u, v) respectively.
We calculate a “speed”
√
image by Ispd (u, v) = (vx (u, v))2 + (vy (u, v))2 , and remove noise by thresholding: Iflw1 (u, v) = 1 if Ispd (u, v) >
ith spd otherwise 0. The value of ith spd was 5 in our experiments (with the cameras of 640x480 pixels, 60 FPS).
The issues of using Iflw1 (u, v) directly are: (1) Iflw1 (u, v)
is noisy especially when we use a stereo camera mounted on
a robot (the robot is slightly vibrating). (2) The flow is not
detected similarly between the two cameras because flow is
a subtle phenomenon, and our cameras are not synchronized.

We apply multiple spatial and temporal filters. The parameters below are the values used in our experiments.
(A) Apply an “erode” (size 1) and “dilate” (size 1) operator
to Iflw1 (u, v) for noise reduction, and obtain Iflw2 (u, v).
(B) Apply a temporal filter; we simply take a pixel-wise OR
operation of Iflw2 (u, v) over a filter length (5), and obtain
Iflw3 (u, v). (C) Apply “dilate” (size 6), “erode” (size 8),
“dilate” (size 10), and a filter with a vertically-long kernel
(1x20, filled with 1/20) in this order to Iflw3 (u, v), and
obtain Ifmask (u, v). (D) Mask Iflw3 (u, v) with Ifmask (u, v),
and obtain Iflw4 (u, v). (E) Apply the filter with the verticallylong kernel (the same as above) to Iflw4 (u, v), and obtain
Iflw5 (u, v), which is the final outcome of the flow detection.
(A) is for a noise reduction of optical flow. (B) and (E) are
for handling the issue (2). (C) and (D) are for stronger noise
reduction than (A).
We apply the above calculation for each frame of the
left and right images independently. Let IﬀL (u, v), IﬀR (u, v)
denote the left and right flow images obtained by the above
procedure respectively.
B. Reconstruct 3D Flow
First we find a disparity of a right image from a left image
for each epipolar line where the correlation is maximized.
Then we search “sparse matching points” between left and
right images around the disparity. Finally we reconstruct 3D
points from them.
We assume that IﬀL (u, v) and IﬀR (u, v) are already rectified for computing stereo disparity, i.e. each horizontal line
is an epipolar line.
The correlation is computed as a sum of a
pixel-wise
AND
operation:
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The disparity at v is given by d∗ (v) = arg maxd Icorr (v, d).
Note that if maxd Icorr (v, d) is smaller than ith match = 16,
we assume that there are no matching points at v. The sparse
matching points are computed as follows: for each vertical
position v, find all points {u} on the epipolar line that satisfy
IﬀL (u, v) > ith exist and IﬀR (u − d∗ (v), v) > ith exist . That
is, we find points that exist in both images around the
disparity. From the point pairs {u, v} and {u − d∗ (v), v},
we reconstruct the 3D points. These are the candidates
of 3D flow points. Note that they may include moving
points such as a robot body. The value of ith exist used in
our experiments was 0.08. For a faster computation, we
processed the epipolar line every 10 vertical pixels.
C. Inaccuracy of 3D Flow Points
The inaccuracy of 3D flow points would be caused by the
flow stereo computation where we find only one disparity
per each epipolar line. When the material flow is forming a
line or a curve, this assumption would be reasonable. This
assumption can be violated by moving objects such as a
robot body. This issue is reduced by the region of interest
described in the next section.

D. Region of Interest
We consider two types of ROI (Region of Interest). (1) A
ROI applied to image planes. We define a ROI in 3D space
as a primitive shape such as a cone and a polygon, and map
it onto the left and the right image planes. We compute the
3D flow computation only in the ROI. (2) A ROI applied to
the 3D flow points. We use the 3D flow points existing in
a ROI defined in 3D space as a primitive shape such as a
cone and a bounding box. Both (1) and (2) are similar, but
(1) improves the efficiency of the stereo computation.
Additionally (1) is useful to remove inaccurate 3D flow
points such as the robot movement as we discussed above.
Usually we have a robot geometry model and a kinematic
state of the robot, thus we can define a 3D region to remove
from the 3D flow points. If we map the 3D region to the
image planes, we do not compute the 3D flow points in that
region. Hence we can omit computing flow points that would
be due to robot movement. A drawback is (1) removes more
than (2), i.e. we can define finer 3D ROI with (2). Thus a
good way is combining the two methods of ROI.
III. D ISCUSSION : U NDERSTANDING F LOW DYNAMICS
Here we discuss using 3D flow points in learning flow
dynamics. The elements involved in flow dynamics are a
source container, a receiving container, material amounts in
containers, and flow. We need to consider 3D information of
the containers and the flow to understand the flow dynamics.
The material comes from the opening of the source container,
becomes flow, and goes into the receiving container through
its opening. Thus finding the openings of containers is
necessary as well as the 3D flow points.
In our preliminary experiments, we used a depth sensor to
obtain the position and orientation of containers for grasping
and pouring. Since we had geometry models of the containers, we could obtain the opening information from them.
However we noticed that this approach has an issue: since
we used different sensors for obtaining opening information
(the depth sensor) and 3D flow points (the stereo camera),
the calibration accuracy was critical. If the calibration (of
the sensor poses) had an error, the dynamical models learned
from the opening information and the 3D flow points became
unreliable.
In this paper we propose a different approach. We obtain
all information that are used in modeling the flow dynamics
from the same sensor. Concretely we obtain the opening
information as well as the 3D flow points from the stereo
camera. Even if the calibration had an error, the learned
dynamical models would be more reliable since the position
of the opening and the 3D flow points obtained from the
stereo camera still have correct relationship.
We implement a simple opening finding algorithm. We
define a opening of a container as a polygon. From a
current container pose estimated in some way, we render
the opening polygon on the stereo image planes. We apply
an edge detection filter to the stereo images. We calculate
the correlation between the rendered opening polygons and
the edges on the images. The opening fitting is done by an

Fig. 2.

(a) Setup of the experiments. (b) Containers.

optimization method in terms of the container pose so that
the pose maximizes this correlation.

Fig. 3. Snapshot of the flow detection program in pouring water. Top-left
two images: left and right camera views. Bottom-left two images: detected
flows (colored according to the x position). Right two images: 3D rendering
view with a receiving container, a right gripper of the robot, and the stereo
camera on it; top: +y-directional view, bottom: +x-directional view.

IV. E XPERIMENTS : L IQUID AND PARTICLE F LOW
We apply the 3D flow point estimation to flows of various
materials. The setup of the experiment is shown in Fig. 2(a).
As the receiving container, we use a plastic cup of diameter
10 cm on the table. The cup is in a 15 cm x 15 cm tray.
We use a stereo camera attached to the right arm of a Baxter
robot, thus we obtain 3D observations in the robot frame.
The stereo camera is a pair of two USB cameras; each one
is ELP Co. USBFHD01M with a wide lens. Each camera
can capture images of 640x480 pixels in 60 FPS (frames per
second). The left and the right images are not synchronized.
Refer to the accompanying video.
We implement the 3D flow detection algorithm as fast as
possible with careful thread programing. Each capture and
optical flow detection is executed independently. The optical
flow detection was actually done in more than 50 FPS. We
calculate the flow stereo in every third optical flow detection.
Note that since we use a temporal filter with length 5 frames
as mentioned in Section II-A, this frame drop would not miss
the flow. We use the same parameters of the 3D flow point
estimation through the following experiments.
In each experiment, first we apply the opening detection
method to find the opening of receiving container. We do not
move the receiving container during the experiment. We ask
a human to pour liquid or powder from a source container.
During pouring, we measure the 3D flow points with our
method.
In order to analyze the results quantitatively, we define an
average flow position calculated at each frame. The average
flow position is an average of the 3D flow points except for
the points whose height (z value) are greater than a specific
value. The excluded points are considered as a container or
an operator movement.

Fig. 4. Trajectories of the average flow position per time during pouring
water. The position is relative to the center of the receiver opening.

Fig. 5. Snapshot of the flow detection program in pouring water. Refer to
the caption of Fig. 3.

A. Flow of Water
First, we ask a human to pour water from a bottle. During
pouring, the human is asked to move the source container
in some ways: moving sideways (−y and +y directions),
moving forward and backward (+x and −x directions),
moving circularly, and moving to pour into the tray (outside
the receiving container).

Fig. 3 shows a snapshot during pouring. You can see
the water flow is detected as optical flow, and the 3D
flow points are reconstructed as rendered in the viewers.
Fig. 4 shows the x and y trajectories of the average flow
position relative to the center of the receiver opening.
The disconnections of curves mean that the flow was not

Fig. 6. Trajectories of the average flow position per time during pouring
water. The position is relative to the center of the receiver opening.

observed during these periods. In the first two parts (1
sec to 18 sec), the actual flow was moving via (x, y) =
(0, 0), (0, −r), (0, +r), (0, 0), (+r, 0), (−r, 0), (0, 0) (r is a
moving radius). The trajectories are close to this movement.
There are some jumps of y in the forward and backward
movement. They were caused by the container movement
(the height threshold to exclude container movement was
inaccurate). The big jump around 20 sec was due to the
same reason where the human took a backwards motion of
the source container. In the last part (after 22 sec), the source
container was moving circularly. From the graph, we can see
that the average flow position is moving like a circle. Be
aware that the flow positions are almost always within the
edge of the receiver opening (diameter 5 cm).
Fig. 6 shows the x and y trajectories of the average flow
position during pouring into the box. The actual flow was
outside the receiving container (diameter 5 cm), which corresponds to the trajectories. Fig. 5 shows a snapshot during
pouring. In the rendered images, the 3D flow points are
clearly outside the container.

Fig. 7. Trajectories of the average flow position per time during pouring
coke. The position is relative to the center of the receiver opening.

Fig. 8. Snapshot of the flow detection program in pouring coke. Refer to
the caption of Fig. 3.

B. Flow of Colored Liquid
We ask a human to pour coke from a can. During pouring,
the human is asked to move the source container similarly
to the water case: moving sideways (−y and +y directions),
moving forward and backward (+x and −x directions), and
moving circularly.
Fig. 7 shows the x and y trajectories of the average flow
position relative to the center of the receiver opening. We
can see the sideways movement, the forward and backward
movement, and the circular movement. However even during
the forward and backward movement (+x and −x directions), y is changing. This was caused by the instability of the
material flow, i.e. this was a real phenomenon. The human
poured by rotating the can around the x axis, so the flow was
stable in the x direction (x change was small), but there was
uncontrolled waving in y. Fig. 8 shows a snapshot during
pouring. We can see the 3D point reconstruction similar to
that of the water case. Fig. 9 shows another snapshot where
the flow was very thin; a part of the flow was droplets. The

Fig. 9. Snapshot of the flow detection program in pouring coke. Refer to
the caption of Fig. 3.

flow in the camera views is not clear, but the optical flow
could detect the flow. The 3D flow points were reconstructed
as well.
C. Flow of Jelly, Dish Liquid, and Powder
We ask a human to pour three types of materials: blueberry
jelly (very viscous, blue color), dish liquid (slightly viscous,
transparent green), and creamer powder (white color). These
containers are shown in Fig. 2(b).

Fig. 10. Snapshot of the flow detection program in pouring jelly. Since
the views are not synchronized, this snapshots are composed from two time
frames. Refer to the caption of Fig. 3.

Fig. 11. Snapshot of the flow detection program in pouring dish liquid.
Refer to the caption of Fig. 3.

Fig. 10, 11, and 12 show snapshots during pouring jelly,
dish liquid, and creamer powder respectively. The jelly flow
was a discontinuous sequence of big blocks, and the dish
liquid flow was similar to the water and the coke flows but
was more thin and smooth. The creamer powder flow was
unlike all of them; the flow spread from top to bottom. We
could recognize these differences even from the 3D flow
points. Since the creamer powder was not smooth, the human
waved the container. This motion was detected as the 3D flow
points as shown in 12.
Fig. 13 shows the x and y trajectories of the average
flow position of jelly, dish liquid, and creamer powder
respectively. The human tried to control the flow around
the center of the receiving container. From the trajectories,
we can see the significant difference of the materials. There
are many gaps (disconnections) in jelly. Actually the flow
was a discontinuous sequence as mentioned above. The
flow of dish liquid is more smooth. The flow of creamer
powder has bigger deviation, which also corresponds with
the actual phenomenon; the powder flow spread widely. Thus
our method could detect the 3D flow points, and they were
capturing the actual flow dynamics.

Fig. 12. Snapshot of the flow detection program in pouring creamer powder.
Refer to the caption of Fig. 3.

Fig. 13. Trajectories of the average flow position per time during pouring
jelly, dish liquid, and creamer powder. The position is relative to the center
of the receiver opening.

Fig. 14.

Setup of the experiments for accuracy evaluation.

V. E XPERIMENTS : ACCURACY E VALUATION
We evaluate the accuracy of the flow position estimates
informally. The setup of the experiments is shown in Fig. 14.
We let the Baxter robot hold a source container with its left
gripper. A liquid guide (a thin plastic tube whose internal
diameter is 2.5 mm) is attached to the bottom of the source
container in order to generate straight flow. In the experiments, we place the left arm so that the liquid guide locates
at the center of the receiving container. Then we move the
left arm to five different positions: (dx , dy ) = (0, 0), (dl , 0),
(−dl , 0), (0, dl ), and (0, −dl ) where (dx , dy ) denotes the x

Fig. 16.
Setup of the robot pouring experiments. A stereo camera is
mounted on the right wrist of the robot.
Fig. 15. x and y positions of the average flow relative to the center of the
receiver opening. The direction to the stereo camera is illustrated with an
arrow.

and y offset from the initial position, and dl = 0.02 m. At
each position, a human pours water into the source container,
and observes the flow.
Fig. 15 shows the x and y positions of the average flow
relative to the center of the receiver opening. There are three
different types of errors: (1) 10 to 15 mm offset along the
depth direction of the stereo camera, which seems to be
a common value in all targets. (2) Small variance in each
target. (3) A few outliers. (1) is the dominant error. The
possible error sources are as follows: (A) The inaccuracy of
the 3D flow estimation mentioned in Section II-C. (B) The
error of the stereo camera calibration. (C) The error of the
opening detection. (D) The control error of the Baxter robot.
(E) The error of the initial position of the source container.
(F) A slight movement of water flow. For distinguishing
these error sources, we need to conduct more organized
experiments. Since the dominant error (1) seems to be
consistent for the different targets, we would be able to
reduce this error somehow. We think our method has a good
accuracy.
VI. E XPERIMENTS : ROBOT P OURING
We explore how our method works in a robot pouring
situation. We use the Baxter robot and the stereo camera
used in the previous experiments. Fig. 16 shows the setup.
Because of the hardware limitation, the stereo camera works
at 30 FPS. We use a pouring behavior represented as state
machines developed in [14]. The parameters of the actions
are planned by their method, including pouring location.
Refer to the accompanying video.
We use the two types of ROI as mentioned in Section IID. ROI-1 is applied to the image planes. We use a prior
knowledge that flow goes downwards from the opening of
the source container. ROI-1 is a cone whose vertex is at
the center of the opening of the source container, the cone’s
opening angle is 30◦ , and its orientation is upright in 3D
space (does not change). ROI-2 is applied to the flow points

Fig. 17. Snapshot of the flow detection program in robot pouring. Top-left
two images: left and right camera views with color detection for measuring
the poured amount. Bottom-left two images: detected flows. Right image:
3D rendering view.

in 3D space to remove non-flow points remaining after ROI1. These are caused by the movement of the source container
and the robot body. ROI-2 is also a cone whose vertex is
at the center of the opening of the source container, the
cone’s opening angle is 60◦ , and its orientation is upsidedown of the source container orientation. Unlike ROI-1, the
orientation of ROI-2 changes with the orientation of the
source container.
We use blue plastic beads as the material to be poured.
Fig. 17 shows a snapshot in pouring by the robot. The
variance of the flow seems to be large. This was due to the
material property; the plastic beads were close to powder,
rather than liquids. Fig. 18 shows the x and y trajectories of
the average flow position. There are two reasons of the gaps
(disconnections): (1) there were actually no flow, and (2) our
method failed to detect. The major reason of (2) would be
the frame rate of the cameras (30 FPS). For increasing the
reliability, we should increase the frame rate. However the
flow points captured in 30 FPS still seem to have useful
information for learning.
VII. C ONCLUSION
We explored stereo vision for recognizing liquid and
particle flow as 3D points. Based on our pouring research [1]
where we detected flow using optical flow detection, especially the Lucas-Kanade method [2], we extended the idea
so that we can reconstruct the 3D flow from a stereo camera.

Fig. 18. Trajectories of the average flow position per time during robot
pouring. The position is relative to the center of the receiver opening.

The purpose of this work is for learning the dynamical models of flow, which would be useful to reason about pouring
behaviors. We demonstrated our method in pouring various
materials: water, coke, jelly, dish liquid, and creamer powder.
We also applied our method to robot pouring where plastic
beads were poured. The results showed that our method
could detect 3D flow points, and they were capturing the
actual flow phenomenon. Future work includes (1) increasing
the robustness of perception by reducing the number of
parameters (especially those of spatial and temporal filters),
and (2) experiments to evaluate the accuracy of the 3D flow
points in a way more organized than that in Section V.
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